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Once you complete reading this Shungite

Guide, you will have a greater

understanding as to what this incredible

stone has to offer.

In the coming pages you will be introduced

to the healing, protective, detoxing and

other traits Shungite has.

There is a plethora of scientific studies

within this guide and even a fun activity

you can do to certify genuine Shungite.

We appreciate you for taking the time to

educate yourself and we hope you enjoy

the read.

Your Shungite journey awaits you...



Shungite is your new found friend from

nature.

A friend that can help you purify, detox,

balance, heal and protect. Who would have

thought a rock would be so friendly?!

Shungite is not only a rock but a mineral

too, formed by a very unique carbon

composition.
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What is Shungite?



Well, that would send you off on a trip to

The Republic of Karelia in the Russian

Federation!

'Shungite' received its name from the

village of Shunga, here there is over a

billion ton of shungite, but you can also

find it at beliachi.com straight from Karelia.
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Where can I find it?

https://beliachi.com/


Sounds like magic! But actually, Shungite

has unique electrical properties due to its

naturally conductive nature from

‘fullerenes’. Fullerenes are the reason why

Shungite is so unique compared to any

other type of carbon. This is because

fullerenes are an extremely rare chemical

bond of atoms of carbon.

 Fullerenes have been scientifically proven

to remove and absorb free radicals, absorb

electromagentic waves, purify water,

contain radiation from nuclear waste,

provide antioxidant and anti-inflammatory

benefits, reduce inflammation from

UV/Infrared, as well as healing, balancing

and therapeutic benefits.

How does it work?
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Is there just one

type of Shungite?

Nature gave us not only one but three

types of Shungite to play with! The types

are divided by how much carbon they are

made up of.

30-50% carbon

Deep black colour

Easy to shape

50-70% carbon

Dark grey colour

A transitional type

More than 90% carbon

Shiny silver surfaces

Raw nuggets only

Regular Shungite

Petrovsky Shungite

Elite Shungite
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How do I use

Shungite to

protect myself

from EMF?

We recommend placing these items

around your electronics, work space,

bedroom, or on your body!

The unique carbon composition will enable

the Shungite to act upon its natural

conductive nature to neutralise, absorb, or

protect from the EMF. 

This will all depend on your space, what

type of electronics you have, and also how

close you live to power lines or internet

towers. It also doubles as a super stylish

accessory or decorating piece!

Shungite stones come in a variety of types,

shapes and sizes that you can pick to best

suit your space.
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Shungite Action

Radius

In simple terms, the bigger the Shungite is,

the bigger the EMF action radius is.

The more items you have, the more

protected you are.
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Shungite

Authenticity

All you need to do

the test is a bulb, a

battery and a

couple of wires.

And Shungite, of

course.

Create the electric

streamline with

Shungite between

the bulb and the

battery.

With authentic

Shungite the bulb

lightens since

Shungite conducts

electricity

through.

Is your Shungite true and natural? Check it

now!
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Scientific research has found that

the 'aura' is an electromagnetic field of

energy that extends all around our body

for about 4-5 feet (in an average healthy

body) and appears to be depleted in

cases of an unhealthy person.

Bioenergetics explores the human energy

field and the relation our energy has with

our surroundings. Studies on Shungite have

found that it can increase our extending

bioenergy field, which means the

Shungite can help strengthen and balance

this field.
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Can Shungite

enhance the human

aura?



 1. Incredible water purifier able to change

water chemistry that eliminates free

radicals known to damage cells.

https://www.arkanova.fr/wp-

content/uploads/2017/06/2013-Mosin-The-structure-and-

composition-of-natural-carbonaceous-fullerene-containing-

mineral-shungite-page.pdf

http://iiste.org/Journals/index.php/JMPB/article/viewFile/21

554/21915

https://www.shungite.com/quality-juices.html

https://www.shungite.com/bulgaria-mountain-water.html

Top 5 scientific

facts about

Shungite
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 2. Absorbs and shields EMF and EMR

(Electromagnetic Frequency and

Electromagnetic Radiation).

https://www.nature.com/articles/srep05619#references

https://www.nature.com/articles/srep05619#references

https://www.shungite.com/rats.html

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/14968159

http://www.ursi.org/proceedings/procGA11/ursi/KP2-5.pdf

https://www.shungite.com/emr-protection.html

Top 5 scientific

facts about

Shungite
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 3. Double whammy, antioxidant and anti-

inflammatory.

https://www.shungite.com/antioxidant-antiinflammatory-

effects.html

https://www.hindawi.com/journals/omcl/2017/7340143/

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5574306/

Top 5 scientific

facts about

Shungite
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https://www.shungite.com/antioxidant-antiinflammatory-effects.html
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 4. Can contain radiation from nuclear waste.

https://patents.google.com/patent/US5640705A/en

Top 5 scientific

facts about

Shungite

 5. Used to treat diseases.

http://alfapol.ru/opyt-ispolzovaniya-shungita-v-lechebnyx-

celyax-v-sanatorii-belye-klyuchi/
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ENJOY YOUR

SHUNGITE!

We hope you learnt a great amount about

this amazing stone! As you can see, there

are so many positive factors that come

from Shungite.

They are wonderful to be surrounded by

and we hope Beliachi is able to both

enhance and protect your journey on earth

with our Shungite.

For our complete Shungite range, head

over to Beliachi.com. Also come find us on

Instagram @Beliachi.
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